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Dear Parents/Carers 

We would like to welcome back everyone to Key Stage 2 and hope you have had an 

enjoyable summer break.  Our staff have been working hard to ensure the classrooms and 

learning environment are ready for the children’s return and that you have been able to view 

the virtual tours online. 

The staff are as follows-   

 Teacher- Teaching assistants- 

Y3 Lowry Mrs Huxley Miss Sonnex/Mr Deer 

Y3 Picasso Mrs Gallimore/Mrs Gregory Mrs Dordoy 

Y4 Riley Mrs Travers Mrs Kreeger/Mrs Tiley 

Y4 Morris Miss Dillon Mrs Doherty 

Y5 Curie Mr Stanley Mrs Harvey 

Y5 Newton Mrs Peverett Mrs Donaghy 
Y6 Franklin Mr Cooper Mrs Tickner 

Y6 Darwin Mrs Harris Mrs Perry/Mrs Scotto 

   

 
As our children readjust and settle back into school life, our priority (first and foremost) is their 
well-being. As part of our training days, both teachers and TAs have learned about the impact of 
loss, grief and bereavement at different ages, as well as approaches to supporting those children 
coping with loss.  
 
We understand that each and every family’s experience of lockdown will be different – no two 
the same. 
 
On Wednesday 16th and Thursday 17th September, there will be an opportunity to meet with 
your child’s teacher to share how your child has been during lockdown, how they have or have 
not engaged with Learning from Home and any concerns or worries you may have. 
 
Although we anticipate that general anxieties about returning to school may well be 
exacerbated by the impact of a national pandemic and lockdown, we also understand that many 
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of you will (no doubt) be ready to breathe a huge sigh of relief upon the wider re-opening of 
schools! Many children will feel excited and eager to see their friends again, while others will 
feel a sense of loss after five months of family time. There is no right or wrong response to the 
extraordinary circumstances we have faced this year. At Briary, we will focus on the pleasure 
and enjoyment that we feel in being back together. The children will have time to re-establish 
relationships and to rebuild their friendships with each other, whilst once more beginning their 
learning journey. 
 
As I am sure you can appreciate, the learning journey will be slightly adjusted to enable us to 
follow the guidance we are given. 

 
YEAR 3 
In Year 3, our first English text is Gorilla by Anthony Browne, a story that allows us to explore 
empathy with a character in order to share emotions, thoughts and feelings. Our maths 
topics are place value, addition and subtraction, including problem solving using these 
concepts. In science we will investigate some similarities and differences between the 
skeleton structure of humans and other animals. Also in science, linking to our PSHE topic, 
we will learn about the importance of a balanced diet and exercise when keeping our minds 
and bodies healthy. In RE we will explore the question: What does it mean to be a Christian 
in Britain today?  
 
YEAR 4 
This term in Year 4 our English focus will be around the ‘The Frog Prince Continued’, looking 
at the characters and features of fairy tales. In maths we will be refocusing on the children’s 
number skills and impressing the importance of the times tables ready for our end of year 
assessment. Our topic focus this term is teeth and the digestive system, where the children 
will investigate the effects on their body from different foods. 
Spanish will also continue on a weekly basis.  
 
YEAR 5 
Year 5 have had a fantastic start to the new academic year- we were really pleased to see all 
the children come back into school. We have spent the first week settling in the children and 
ensuring the new routines are as clear as possible. The children have been brilliant and all 
seem happy to be back. We will be beginning our English on the 14th September with the 
book, ’There’s a boy in the girl’s bathroom’. It is an excellent book that covers many issues 
that children may face as they progress through school and we use it extensively to cover 
many important PHSE themes. Our maths will begin to look at place value and ordering 
numbers whilst recapping and revisiting key areas that may need revision. Our Science topic 
work will also begin. We start in Term 1 looking at the topic ‘Living Things’. 
 
YEAR 6 
We would like to welcome the Year 6 children back for a new year at Briary. It is going to be 
a year like no other but we cannot wait to get started and make up for lost time. 

This term we aim to revise some of the key maths skills from Year 5 and will begin to teach 
some of the Year 6 concepts alongside this. In English and Topic, we will embark on a journey 
through London, reading ‘The London Eye Mystery’ and exploring the history and culture of 
our capital city. 
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It has been great to see so many smiling faces return and clear enthusiasm for their final year 
at Briary. Let the fun and games of Year 6 begin! 

Uniform/ equipment- 

Children are expected to wear correct school uniform. Please do not allow children to bring 

jewellery, toys, or mobile phones to school. This causes a great distraction and can be very 

upsetting for a child if things get lost or broken. We would also ask girls to keep hair 

accessories minimal and to keep long hair tied back. 

Please ensure that your child has a P.E. kit, consisting of black or white shorts, white T-shirt, 

or purple Briary T-shirt (not a polo shirt), a pair of plimsolls or trainers.  As some games takes 

place outside, your child may like to wear a tracksuit, particularly when the weather gets 

colder, however shorts are still required for indoor activities.  With regard to earrings, please 

ensure they are removed for P.E. days, or supply tape to cover ears.   

Please ensure your child wears their PE kit to school on their PE day. 

P.E.-  
 
Year 3 children will have P.E. on Friday. 
Year 4 children will have P.E. on Wednesday. 
Year 5 children will have P.E. on Friday. 
Year 6 children will have P.E. on Tuesday. 
 
Reminders 

Please always phone the office BEFORE 9.30AM if your child is going to be absent (e.g. they 

are too ill to come to school). This means that we know your child is safe. If you don’t 

phone and we can’t get hold of you and your child is not in school, we don’t know they are 

safe. 

We would like to take this opportunity to remind you that Briary Primary School is a Nut Free 

School due to the fact that several of our pupils have severe, life-threatening allergies to 

nuts including:-  peanuts, peanut butter, Nutella and other chocolate spreads, pecans, 

walnuts, nut oils, nut flavourings etc., body lotions, shampoos etc. containing any nuts. 

Touching, smelling or eating any of these items may provoke a severe allergic reaction. 

Therefore, for the safety of these pupils we have asked all our parents not to send any food 

containing these items to school. We do understand this can be problematic, but do thank all 

our parents for their understanding and co-operation in this matter.  

The children may also bring fruit/ vegetables or cheese to eat at snack time.  
 
ALL dinner money must be paid in advance on Monday for any meals taken during the week 
via  
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                              . Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly appreciated. Please note 
the cost of school dinners is £2.30. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 

The Junior Team 


